Identifying the genes that are responsible for human genetic disorders with complex inheritance patterns (e.g., multigenic diseases) has proven to be more difficult than anticipated. Indeed, when the mode of inheritance is unknown, classical parametric linkage studies are not relevant. Nonparametric linkage analysis can help approximate the candidate loci, but this type of analysis often leads to the identification of large intervals (10-20 cM) that may contain hundreds of genes, thus rendering the candidate gene approach rather tedious (1) . Adding an expression screening may significantly reduce the number of candidate genes. Microarray expression studies of the genes located within such genetic intervals should be performed on relevant tissues (2) . The design of a custom microrarray containing probes of all the genes located in the intervals of interest is required to carry out such experiments.
Designing such microarrays involves gathering much additional information concerning these genes, in particular, name, transcript accession numbers, or nucleotide sequences. Collecting these data manually is time-consuming and very error-prone. GeneRetriever is a Perl-based data mining tool developed to automate, accelerate, and secure the process of locally retrieving user-chosen comprehensive information about human genes or transcripts located between two genetic markers.
As annotation strategies are specific for each database, we implemented a database parameter entry that allows collection of data from either the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI; www.ncbi.nlm.nih. gov) or Ensembl (www.ensembl.org) databases (3, 4) . Then, several options make it possible to define which data should be included in the returned gene/transcript table. These options are clustered into three parts: (i) genespecific data; (ii) transcript-specific data; and (iii) expression analysis data.
Gene-specific options include database (either NCBI or Ensembl) identifier, Hugo Gene Nomenclature Committee symbol (5), gene description, DNA strand (plus or minus), type of gene (known or predicted), cytogenetic localization, summary of functional annotations, Entrez Gene identifier (6), web address of either NCBI or Ensembl gene page, and the number of transcript variants.
Additional transcript information is optionally available, such as Ensembl transcript or RefSeq accession numbers. Structural data, including transcript size, number of exons, and size of the longest exon, can also be added to the query. These data may be useful when working with predicted genes; for instance, the relevance of predicted genes composed of one single exon of <100 bp can be questioned. Nucleotide sequences can also be gathered; in addition, the retrieved size of the 3′ end of transcript sequences can be userdefined in order to facilitate the design of transcript-specific oligonucleotides for microarray spotting.
Since GeneRetriever was developed to help the design of a custom gene expression study, the list of genes can be directly linked either to the available BENCHMARKS GeneRetriever: software to extract all genes and transcripts in between two genetic markers to assist design of human custom microarrays GeneChip ® probe sets (Affymetrix, Santa Clara, CA, USA) (7) or to the available TaqMan ® Gene Expression Assay identifiers (Applied Biosystem, Foster City, CA, USA), depending on whether data are retrieved from Ensembl or NCBI databases, respectively.
As all studies do not necessarily require exhaustive exploration of genes and transcripts, we implemented simple filtering options. Genes may be filtered according to the type of gene (whether known only or predicted only), the strand (plus or minus strand), and the number of transcript variants. Transcripts can be filtered according to their size, the number of exons, and the availability of GeneChip probe sets or TaqMan Gene Expression Assay identifiers.
Entry parameters, output options, and filtering capabilities are selected using a graphic user interface ( Figure  1 ) built on top of Perl/Tk. Data are retrieved from the NCBI databases via HTML requests using the LWP:: Simple module to access web contents and transfer relevant information to the local machine. Powerful Perl patternmatching capabilities are then put to task to parse them. Data are gleaned from Ensembl databases using the Ensembl Perl API (8) .
Wherever the database data are gathered from, the retrieval follows the same strategy. GeneRetriever starts by retrieving the position of the genetic markers on the physical map. A list of unique database-specific identifiers of the genes located between the two user-chosen genetic markers is then collected. Each gene is then explored iteratively. If transcript data are requested, a list of transcript identifiers is retrieved during the gene data scanning, and each transcript is explored iteratively. Structural data of transcripts such as size, number of exons, and size of the longest exon are computed from the chromosomal coordinates extracted for each transcript. Finally, the sequence of each transcript is retrieved from the userdefined database (Figure 2 ). Buffering and output file writing operations are performed at each step of the execution of the program, so that system crashes or Internet connection failures do not affect already retrieved data.
GeneRetriever returns a text file containing tabulated data, which can be easily exported to any spreadsheet or database software, such as Microsoft ® Excel ® or FileMaker ® Pro, if more filtering is needed. Collected GeneChip probes sets or TaqMan Gene Expression Assay identifiers can be piled and used for the design of a custom GeneChip or a TaqMan low density array, respectively. Finally, the collected sequences should be exported to an external program [i.e., OligoArray (9) ] to design appropriate oligonucleotide probes (i.e., desirable secondary structure and uniqueness with respect to the entire genome) for microarray spotting. Even though some programs are able to perform similar extractions [i.e., Ensembl MartView (8) or RRE (10)], they do not offer the same functionalities as GeneRetriever, and some queries available in GeneRetriever are not addressed. We have used GeneRetriever to collect the data needed to design a human custom GeneChip that contains all the genes and corresponding transcripts located between the markers D19S899 and D19S417. All options were checked, and no filtering was performed. This query successively launched at different times of the day takes a few minutes at most to complete. This procedure, especially when repeated with different sets of markers, as it is often the case in genetics laboratories, saves considerable time as compared with manually performing the same process or using distant resources. 
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